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Launch of the compost loo at Empty 
Common Community Garden 
 

 
Our stand at Earth Optimism Day, organised 
by Cambridge Conservation initiative 

 

Repair café – fixes clothes, bicycles, lamps, 
clocks….  
 

 
Flattening the twigs at the bottom of a 
permaculture bed for Growing Spaces 
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Our Mission  
Our mission is to raise awareness about the implications of climate change and uncertain energy 
prices in Cambridge, and to encourage everyone to get involved in activities which reduce our 
carbon emissions and make Cambridge more resilient to energy supply challenges and climate 
change. We focus on practical ways that we can work together as a community rather than 
individually, because we can achieve more that way - and it’s more fun too.  

Our Vision  
We hold a vision of a future Cambridge that has successfully faced the twin challenges of climate 
change and energy supply constraints, and has come through them to create a prosperous vibrant 
city, no longer dependent on fossil fuels and with a strong network of communities supporting each 
other and providing for each other’s needs.  

Our Values  
We aspire to be positive, inspiring, creative, visionary, practical, active, engaging, local, 
sustainable, solution-focused, people-centred, inclusive and passionate in all that we do.  

Constitution  
Transition Cambridge is run entirely by volunteers, and is as informal as possible. Our constitution 
is on our website. Each group is largely autonomous, reporting to the hub coordination group as 
necessary. Our officers are:  
Chairperson: Jacky Sutton-Adam; Treasurer: Kate Gandee; Secretary: Nicola Terry  

Who are we and what do we do? 
We are people who live or work in the Cambridge getting together to do stuff such as: 

• Learning how to live well using less energy 
• Growing more of our food locally 
• Reusing and recycling stuff so that less is wasted 
• Valuing and protecting our green spaces because we need them for our well-being 

We’re doing this now because we want to – not waiting until we have to. 
 
The way it works is, if you want to do something, you find some people who want to do it with you, 
plan together how to do it – and then do it. In practice there are a few main groups – like the food 
group and the energy group – that run or spawn off projects. Each group maintains contact with the 
coordinating Hub group, which offers support and suggestions where appropriate.  
 
As well as the group and projects activities we also advertise events on our website and in our 
fortnightly email newsletter.  We collaborate with other groups with similar aims and promote their 
events and news too. Our closest association is with Cambridge Carbon Footprint and we also have 
links with Cambridge Cycling Campaign, Cambridge Sustainable Food, Pivotal, Fossil Free Cambs, 
Smarter Cambridge Transport and others. We are part of the Cambridge City Council’s Climate 
Change Leaders program to explore opportunities for reducing carbon emissions in Cambridge and 
strengthening resilience to climate change in the city.  
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Chairperson’s report  
This year has seen Transition members forge deeper community 
connections through participation, volunteering and sharing our 
values, hopes and aspirations. Collaboration opportunities came 
thick and fast throughout the year... I for one have found it to be 
both rewarding and educational.  
 
In November 2016 we joined Cambridge Carbon Footprint and 
Pivotal at the Circular Economy Festival and found a thriving 
scene of communities, social enterprises, repairers, swishers 
(clothes swappers) and many others - all committed to sharing or 
redistributing resources and knowledge. This is a massive step 
towards resilient, low impact lifestyles.  
 
In high summer, several of us attended a workshop with other 
Transition groups from the East of England to explore ways of 

connecting and working together. We exchanged insights and experiences of each other’s 
Transition groups and gained a valuable perspective on our place in the regional national and global 
network of Transition communities.  
 
Still on the theme of networking and collaboration, in July we attended Cambridge City Council's 
Climate Change Leaders' meeting with around 50 others from business, academia and the voluntary 
sector. The aim was to consider how we can work collectively and share expertise and resources in 
order to rapidly and substantially reduce Cambridge's carbon reliance. 
 
We also spent some time and energy reflecting inwardly using Transition Network's ‘health check 
inquiry’ into group process and dynamics. We found that on the whole, our various interest groups 
are thriving well, and we also discovered that we could improve some aspects of how we operate, 
for example, creating better pathways for newcomers to join in and contribute.  
 
These cross-community connections and shared enquiries help to nourish our relationships and have 
opened a rich vein of creative, shared endeavour based on mutually held values. Our ninth year has 
been nourishing and stimulating in equal measure - thanks to all our participants and volunteers for 
contributions both small and large.  

Jacky Sutton-Adam (chair) 
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Groups and projects 
This section of the report highlights what our most active groups and projects have been doing this 
year. 
 

Communications and Media 
Transition is not just for the few – it is for all. 
We want everyone in the city and around to 
share our vision and participate in creating a 
sustainable future for Cambridge. So we do 
our best to make sure that you all know about 
us. 
 
Our website is a showcase for everything we 
do. Each group has at least one page and all 
our events are advertised on it. There are also 
pages for helping new members – with advice 
about how to organise events and what 
resources we can lend (like banners, 
projectors, sound system).  
 
Our blog is mainly for personal viewpoints 
and experiences, sometimes from our events.  
 
Every fortnight we send out a newsletter 
detailing news and the events coming up. 
Anyone can sign up – we just need your 
email. We don’t only advertise our own 
events – we are happy to include any other 
local events that fit in with our aims and 
principles. The TC newsletter is a great place 
to find out about sustainability minded 
activities going on in Cambridge - and a great 
way to advertise your event. We have a form 
system to make submissions easy. 
 

We	are	active	on	social	media	
	

	

2040	followers	

	

710	friends	

	
Weekly	
newsletter	

	
1900	recipients	

	

From	the	blog	
Organic	Cycles	(local	organic	
vegetables	delivered	by	bicycle	
courier)	!	Tips	for	a	sustainable	
Christmas	Holiday	!	Do	you	
really	need	a	car	of	your	own	!	
Reasons	to	be	optimistic	!	Fun	
on	the	veg	patch	learning	how	
to	Grow	your	Own	!	One	step	
towards	a	low	carbon	vision	
for	Cambridge	!	Would	you	like	
an	itemised	electricity	bill?	 	
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Energy Group 
The energy group meets more or less monthly 
to discuss energy-related issues. This year 
topics included low carbon heating, 
community energy, energy storage and our 
experiences with PV. 
 
Low carbon heating 
Low carbon heating option 1: insulate as 
much as possible so you hardly need any 
heating. This house has been ‘wrapped’  by 
Beattie’s Tcosy retrofit solution – which 
works well for simple shapes. However for 
homes with bay windows, extensions, 
conservatories and other odd shapes it can be 
expensive. 

 
 
Low carbon heating option 2: some insulation 
plus low carbon heating such as a heat pump. 
This home has been insulated as much as is 
practical and is a candidate for having a high 
temperature heat pump installed. 
 

 
 
Transport 
Another area of interest this year has been 
transport. In January we had guest speakers 

Edward Leigh from Smarter Cambridge 
Transport and Colin Harris from Cambridge 
Connect.  We maintain links with these 
organisations because promoting public 
transport is one of the most beneficial 
strategies for reducing carbon emissions: 
• Reduces carbon emission since public 

transport is more efficient than cars 
• Reduces congestion by taking vehicles off 

the road 
• Improves air quality, especially if the buses 

or trams are electric 
• Encourages active transport modes such as 

cycling and walking which improves health 
 
However it is essential that services are 
accessible and affordable to all.   
 
In June, TC members Nicola and Emma led a 
discussion of transport issues at a Changing 
Conversations meeting. 
 
UKPN Critical Friends panel 
The rollout of renewable energy is 
increasingly constrained in the Cambridge 
area because the local distribution grid cannot 
handle the power generated. So we were very 
pleased to be invited to take part  as a 
stakeholder in UK Power Networks Critical 
Friends panel. At these workshops we have 
learned how UKPN intends to tackle these 
and similar issues such as integrating high 
speed electric car charging points into the 
network.  
  
Engaging people with games 
The energy group stall at Earth Optimism this 
year spurred us to update our engagement 
materials such as the carbon saving activities 
cards.  You can now compare carbon savings 
from personal measures such sharing car trips 
to the supermarket, eating vegan one time per 
week, keeping your laptop for longer, 
avoiding air freighted foods or going on 
holiday by train instead of plane.  
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Events 
Here are some of the one-off events that have 
happened this year, not related to any 
particular group. Some were serious, some 
were social but most were both. Our calendar 
starts in Oct 2016. 
 
7th Nov. Newcomers meeting 
This event was a rapid fire showcase of 
current projects and volunteering 
opportunities for newcomers.  
 
12th/13th Nov. Circular Cambridge Festival  
Cambridge Carbon Footprint organised this 
event but we were involved both at the Repair 
Café and at a stall where, amongst other 
things, we were helping to map community 
and social enterprises in the area. 
 
12th/13th Nov. Pivotal Takeover 
The weather was kind and the day was full of 
fun for Pivotal Takeover at the Museum of 
Technology: film, poetry and song, popup 
inspirational talks, stalls and delicious 
sustainable food. This event was organised by 
Pivotal in collaboration with Cambridge 
Carbon Footprint, Transition Cambridge and 
Friends of the Earth Cambridge. 
 
14th Dec. Winter Social 
We met, shared food and were merry at the 
Six Bells pub. 
 
18th Dec. Lush charity pot party 
Lush, the hand-made cosmetics company 
invited us to run a ‘charity pot party’ in their 
shop in Lion Yard. We chatted with 
customers as they were christmas Sshopping.  
 
We also handed out leaflets with suggestions 
for sustainable presents. It was incredibly 
popular and we raised £446.25.  Some of this 
went to the Cropshare lay-down weeder 
project and the rest to core funds. 

 
Anna and Kati at the Lush Charity Pot Party 
 
3rd Dec. Optimistic Show and Tell 
Nicola Terry gave us a whole range of 
reasons to be optimistic at the Science 
Festival to support Earth Optimism Day. 
Read her blog post on all the good news she 
reported. https://goo.gl/wX4Skg 
 
17th Mar. Membership survey 
We ran a survey of our newsletter followers, 
to understand more about what our members, 
and potential members enjoy. 
 
22nd Apr. Earth Optimism Day 
Another stall and another repair café at the 
first Earth Optimism day organised by 
Cambridge Conservation Initiative at the 
David Attenborough Building. 
 

 
Nicola discusses energy saving issues with 
members of the public at Earth Optimism 
 
23rd Jul. Summer Social 
The weather was dire so we had our picnic 
under cover at the Museum of Technology 
this year. 
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Food – Community Gardens 
Romsey Community Garden continues to 
thrive and be enjoyed by the local 
community. It is one of those projects that 
just seems to run itself. Empty Common 
Community Garden has had another amazing 
year. 
 
Empty Common Community Garden 
This year, in addition to growing and sharing 
lots of fruit and vegetables, ECCG have:  
• built a pond and stumpery to create a wildlife 

area and public relaxation space.  
• built a compost toilet from recycled materials. 
• brought more land into use for a flower 

meadow and more vegetable space. 
• Put a green roof on our shed. 
• Added a potting bench and a hardening off area 

to both ends of our poly-tunnel 
 

 
Flower meadow at ECCG 
 
ECCG also took part in: 
 
Cambridge Sustainable Food’s Pumpkin 
Festival. Where we had information 
promoting wildlife gardening for bats and  
also celebrated good local food, our harvest  
and pumpkins. 
 
Seedy Sunday. Where we joined a myriad of 
stalls all related to food growing, producing 
and keeping things sustainable as well as 
swapping seeds. 
 
Butterfly Conservation’s “Big Butterfly 
Count”. We submitted counts taken in the 
garden for a fourth year. 

 
The launch of the compost loo 
 
The Circular Cambridge Festival. Where 
we gave a short talk on the garden. 

RSPB’s Bird Count. We submitted counts 
taken in the garden for a third year. 

The Cambridge Community Collection. 
Helping to plant many apple trees.  

Hobson’s Conduit Bioblitz family weekend. 
We used the garden to host the city end of this 
event and we had stalls on the Transition 
Movement, Leaf Identification and Recycled  
Art. We also provided talks on Permaculture 
and Soil and promoted Wildlife Gardening. 

The British Isles Community Grain 
Association through Brockwell Bake’s wheat 
growing project. We grew a wheat crop to 
increase stocks of the local heritage variety of 
“Old Burwell” wheat. This we threshed at 
Cropshare’s  (a Community Supported 
Agriculture group’s) grain harvest day. 

RHS’s ‘It’s Your Neighbourhood’ scheme 
which promotes community gardens and 
awards certificates of achievement.  
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Food – CropShare 
Cambridge CropShare is a community-
supported agriculture (CSA) scheme run as a 
partnership between Transition 
Cambridge and local farmers Waterland 
Organics, who have been based for over 20 
years in Lode. CropShare was set up in 2010 
and regularly brings volunteers to 
Waterland’s 65 acre organic veg and fruit 
farm. Volunteers can ‘Be an organic farmer 
for a day’ and get stuck in doing all sorts: 
sowing, planting, hoeing and harvesting out in 
the open fen fields. In return we take away a 
share of the crops. 
 
 

 
CropShare is very family friendly. But I think 
we were supposed to be planting potatoes, not 
juggling with them. 
 

 
Planting out is a breeze if you’re sitting down 
 
CropShare keeps growing, This year we had 
200 volunteers, almost double the number 
from last year and we have even more 
followers on Twitter (990) and Facebook 
(460). 
 

The high point this year was the launch of our 
new flat bed weeder designed and built by 
Reggie Thompson – thanks to everyone who 
contributed to the crowd funding campaign. 
This picture shows it in action in September 
on some carrots. We look forward to getting a 
lot more use out of it next season. 
 

 
Weeding does not mean bending down with 
our new flat bed weeder. You drive it by 
turning the wheels.  
 
We grow a wide range of crops and save seed 
for the Seed Co-operative. New crops this 
year include red curly kale, orange calendula 
and King Richard leeks. We also grew Old 
Burwell heritage wheat, and two other old 
wheat varieties Maris Widgeon and 
Squareheads Master, which we hope to clean 
up and mill and bake over winter. 
 
We go to other farms for apple picking. Some 
of the apples are pressed for the juice. 
 

 
Apple picking at Fen End Farm 
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Food – Grow your own 
Dave Fox had resumed his Grow-your-own 
program, inviting novice gardeners to his 
allotment to learn how to get the most from 
your patch of land.  
 

 
The last of the leeks. 
 

 
Spacing out the seed potatoes 

Food – Growing Spaces 
Have you picked strawberries and rosemary 
from tubs on Norfolk Street? Have you 
noticed raised beds growing wheat (amongst 
other things) outside Daily Bread? Have you 
ever visited the Forest Garden at the Missing 
Sock pub? These are among many spaces 
created and cared for through the Growing 
Spaces project. We aim to grow edible plant 
in community and public spaces for everyone 
to enjoy and discover.  
 
Growing Spaces volunteers can either take 
responsibility for an individual bed or just 
join the general team. We are always looking 
for new volunteers, either to help gardening, 

looking at the closest growing space to you, 
or to take photos and write blog posts. We 
have work sessions every two weeks during 
the growing season so there are always 
opportunities to help. Take a look at our blog 
for more details: 
http://www.cambridge.growingspaces.org/, or 
join our Facebook group 
https://www.facebook.com/groups/Cambridge
GrowingSpaces/  
 
Some of our spaces are affiliated with other 
organisations, like the plots at ARU and the 
raised beds (made by the YMCA wood 
working group) we planted in the garden of 
37 Lawrence Way Community House. This 
year we helped to set up a gardening club at 
37 Lawrence Way Community House, 
running once a month, where families enjoy a 
fun time outside and learn gardening.  
 
 

Gardening club at 37 Lawrence Way 
 

 
Steel sculpture by Jayne Ruffel-Ward at Daily 
Bread raised beds 
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Our raised beds at Daily Bread inspired art 
work by primary school children at the Grove 
School and sculpture by our resident artist 
Jayne Ruffel-Ward. This project was 
supported by a Cambridge City Council 
Public Art grant.  
 

 
Art workshop with the Grove School, 
facilitated by Hilary Cox, community 
development officer for the Museum of 
Cambridge and Ditton Fields. 
 
We also organised a cycle tour of our north 
growing spaces and co-organised with 
Transition Cambridge a food swap and share 
stall at Daily Bread Wholesome Fair.  
 

Hub 
Our Hub group meets every month to discuss 
topics and issues that relate to the whole of 
our community and also to chat and network 
together. We have a lot of valuable and 
creative discussions. 
 
In January we decided to find out more about 
our members by doing an online survey. This 
developed into a collaboration with the 
student led volunteer organisation, Cambridge 
Hub and ultimately delivered a game-
changing report. We have gained valuable 
insight into the interests and motivations of 
Transition members and recommendations 
that will help us create successful events and 
projects in the future. You can see some of 
the results in the Membership Survey chapter 
of this report. 
 
In the Spring we agreed to support the 
Cropshare Push Weeder project with some 
funding. Throughout the year we welcomed 
drop-in visitors from the villages, the 
Universities, and an overseas member from 
Transition Berkley USA. We also updated 
important pages on our website, with the help 
of Ella, our first ever student intern and began 
work with our partner organisations on a 
cross-community film season, 'Films for our 
Future', scheduled for February 2018.  
 
The Hub group currently meets on the third 
Monday of the month in the back room of the 
6 Bells, Covent Garden, Cambridge.  
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Repair Café 
We’ve reached the point where there’s a 
Repair Café in Cambridge or a nearby village 
in most months, sometimes more often. Since 
October 2016, we’ve run or supported Repair 
Cafés in Girton, Histon, Cottenham, Ely, 
Waterbeach, Fulbourn, Stapleford, Great 
Shelford and Sawston. 
 
Repair Cafés seem to be self-replicating – 
every time one happens, it catches the 
imagination of someone else who wants to be 
involved. Most of the people who are 
repairing and helping out now first 
approached us at an event to offer their time 
and skills. And of course, we still rely on a 
core of very experienced repairers who’ve 
been with us since our first event in 2014. 
 

 
 

 
Pictures from the repairers’ workshop 
 
The Cambridge Area Repair Café Network is 
the grand name for the very small team from 
Transition Cambridge, Cambridge Carbon 
Footprint, Cottenham Repair Café and South 
Cambs District Council who meet regularly to 
review developments and opportunities. Our 
focus has been to support local sustainability 

groups to run their own Repair Cafés. For 
example we’ve run a workshop for repairers 
and advised at local planning meetings. 
 
We’ve actually only run two Repair Cafés in 
Cambridge itself this year: at the Circular 
Cambridge Festival in November 2016 
(below) and Earth Optimism in April 2017. 
Both were high profile events, which gave us 
the opportunity to spread the word about 
other Transition Cambridge groups and 
initiatives. 
 
As to actual repair results, we find that we 
have a repair success rate of around 65%, 
which compares well with recent results from 
a Repair Café International pilot study from 
the Netherlands. We have begun to collect 
detailed data that may eventually help to 
identify manufacturers whose products fail 
early in their lifetime and which are difficult 
to repair.   
 
In May Channel4 made a film of Fulbourn 
Repair Café and it has had over 450,000 
views.  (https://goo.gl/vrR7Qz  ) It just goes 
to show people everywhere are starting to 
reject the notion of built-in obsolescence, and 
the waste of energy and resources that 
follows. Cambridge Repair Cafés are building 
partnerships with groups that share our 
determination to make things last and to 
reduce waste and recycling – we expect this 
to be a focus for the coming year. 
 
We wish to give huge thanks to all the 
wonderful volunteer repairers and helpers 
who’ve given so much of their time to put 
Cambridgeshire Repair Cafés on the map.  
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Membership Survey 
	
This year we engaged a team from Cambridge University Hub’s Social Innovation Project to find 
out more about our followers (people who read the newsletter) and members such as what are their 
interests and what sort of things they like to do. Here are some of their findings. 
 

 
 

 
 
Transition members enjoy making a positive impact and building community. In fact TC is a 
constellation of communities, with activities contributing to a common goal – to live together in 
environmentally conscious ways.   

0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	 50%	 60%	 70%	 80%	 90%	

Housing	

Democracy	

Climate	change	activism	

Managing	waste	

Transport	

Energy	

Wildlife	&	nature	

Food	

TC	members	environmental	interests		

0%	 10%	 20%	 30%	 40%	 50%	 60%	 70%	 80%	

Child/family	friendly	events	

Social	e.g.	pub	quiz,	dinner	

Indoor	activities	e.g.	cooking,	arts	
and	crafts	

Health	and	wellbeing	

Media	e.g.	Silm	making/	
screening,	writing,	photography	

Repairing/Re-purposing	

Open	discussions	on	topic	of	interest	

Educational	e.g.	group	learning,		
team	projects,	competitions	

Outdoor	activities	e.g.	gardening	
growing	food,	nature	walks	

TC	members	activity	preferences	
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Members enjoy education and intellectual exchange, and other activities that lead to self 
development. Examples include the energy group discussions, allowing members to share and profit 
from each other’s technical expertise, and development of skills for growing food through 
Cropshare, Community Gardens and other food growing projects.  
 

Treasurer’s Report 
	
This table shows accounts for the year to end 30/June/2017. The key points to note are: 

• The balance (available funds) is healthy.  
• This year we have had lower income and expenses. 
• The loss is primarily due to paying out £1000 to Growing Spaces from a grant that was 

received last year. There is still £500 to be spent this year. 
 
Profit and Loss 
 2016/17 (£) 2015/16 (£) Change (£) 

Income 1,714 4,850 (3,136) 

Expenses 2,521 3,513 (992) 

Net Profit/(Loss) (808) 1,337 (2,145) 

 
Cash flow 
 2016/17 (£) 2015/16 (£) Movement (£) 

Opening Balance 4,203 2,865 1,337 

Closing balance 4,658 4,203 456 

Increase/(decrease) 456 1,137  

Expenses paid post 
year end (1,263) 0 -247 

Net cash received 
(paid) (808) 1,337  

 
Funds at end of year 
 2016/17 (£) 2015/16 (£) 

Closing Balance 4,658 4,203 

Reserve -1000 -1,000 

Available Funds 3,658 3,203 

 
Sources of income 
The largest source of funds was from donations at £1,204. This includes 

• £429 for the Cropshare Weeder (crowd funding) 
• £446 from Lush charity pot party. 
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Expenses 
This chart shows how we spent this money. Fees for the Permaculture speakers were covered by the 
course fees and the Growing Spaces spending was covered by a grant received last year.  
‘Administration and core expenses’ includes insurance, and charges for services such as website 
hosting, Meetup and Local Giving.  
 

 
 
 

How to contact us  
 
Our web-site: https://www.transitioncambridge.org  
 
Email: transitioncambridge@gmail.com 
 
Twitter: @TransitionCambs 
 
Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/groups/29952459754/ 
 
By post: Transition Cambridge, 130 Chesterton Road, Cambridge, CB4 1DA  
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